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FILLING THE RED STATE
FEDERAL JUDICIAL VACANCIES

by: Carl Tobias*

ABSTRACT

District vacancies without nominees that plague red jurisdictions deserve emphasis in this Essay for several reasons. First, there are myriad district court jurists who trigger greater numbers of empty posts when they assume senior status, retire, or die, which triggers more issues. Legislators have created 677 active trial court positions, which dwarf the 179 active court of appeals judicial posts. The trial courts are tribunals of last resort for most cases; their numerous jurists are the only court members that many litigants encounter, and significantly more district court openings lack nominees. In contrast, appellate courts explicitly articulate considerable policy, include multiple states, and enunciate precedent, which strictly binds trial level judges in each circuit’s purview.

Vacancies’ substantial quantity and protracted character impose serious complications. Extensive openings increase pressure on all jurists, court staff, and litigants by prolonging resolution. Litigants who file civil suits particularly feel the pressure of judicial vacancies. The prevalence and duration of many red state trial court vacancies without nominees essentially inflict adverse effects that may prevent judges from satisfying their duties to ensure expeditious, inexpensive, and equitable disposition under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 1. Accordingly, that issue requires scrutiny, which this Essay undertakes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this federal election year, citizens and the government confront severe international and equally profound domestic concerns. Americans fear that the horrific Russian invasion of Ukraine could jeopardize Europe and detonate a nuclear catastrophe and that Hamas’ calamitous strike on Israel and this country’s relatively analogous counterattack will overwhelm the Middle East. At home, the public now clearly worries about democracy’s strength, growing inflation, rampant politicization that eviscerates the federal government, the immigration conundrum, seditious domestic terrorism, and the prospect that voters must soon choose among candidates, none of whom might be an exceptional President.

Nevertheless, the citizenry has important reasons to appreciate President Joe Biden’s fine leadership grounded in a half-century of experience as a U.S. Senator, Vice President, and specifically culminating with the presidency, and seasoned upper chamber politicians who govern with him. Biden and many senators protect global democracy while they restore and defend many U.S. institutions by working cooperatively with the Grand Old Party (GOP) to achieve salutary goals that each party supports, which bolsters a republican form of government.

One compelling domestic success is the pervasive revitalization and cautious enhancement of smooth, fair processes that nominate and confirm highly accomplished, mainstream judicial candidates, who increase diversity vis-à-vis ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, ideology, and experience. While productively leading the country since Biden’s inauguration, he and many politicians—especially Senator Chuck Schumer (NY), who is the Majority Leader, and Senator Richard Durbin (IL), who discharges the role of Judiciary Committee Chair—promise to improve selection by reviving and enhancing certain nomination and confirmation rules and customs that former President Donald Trump and two Senate Republican majorities eroded by disregarding circuit “blue slips,” American Bar Association (ABA) ratings and evaluations, and other hallmarks of a fair and efficacious selection process. Biden and numerous Democratic majority colleagues also vow to comprehensively rectify his predecessor’s appointment of three extremely conservative Justices and fifty-four similar circuit jurists by approving nominees who can provide diversity in terms of the phenomena reviewed earlier. Biden and Senate Democrats have continued respecting these pledges since January 2021.

In December 2023, Biden and the upper chamber reached significant milestones. They appointed the 125th trial court judge, eclipsing the district court jurists whom Trump had appointed

4 See Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra note 3 (providing confirmation information during 2021–2024).
at the same juncture in 2019. Moreover, 113 Biden confirmees were people of color or women. He approved fifty-five Black judges, which contrasts with Trump’s failure to pick even one Black appellate court jurist. Biden had recently confirmed the thirty-fifth Hispanic judge, which surpassed every president’s first term. He also confirmed to the Northern District of Oklahoma Sara Hill, who became the fourth indigenous woman whom Biden had proposed, which reveals that the chief executive marshaled half of the Native American federal jurists appointed over the entire history of the United States. Biden and the chamber as well eclipsed the confirmation record for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) choices in one term, which President


8 See Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra note 3 (providing confirmation information during 2021–2024); see also Biographical Directory, supra note 7 (providing data on Hispanic federal judges by appointing president).

9 See Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra note 3 (providing confirmation information during 2021–2023); see also Biographical Directory, supra note 7 (providing data on Native American federal judges by appointing president). Additional indigenous individuals whom Biden nominated and the Senate confirmed were District of Maryland Judge Lydia Griggsby, Western District of Washington Judge Lauren King, and Central District of California Judge Sunshine Suzanne Sykes. See id.; infra notes 54–64 and accompanying text (evaluating Hill’s confirmation process).

Barack Obama set in eight years.\textsuperscript{10} Finally, President Biden increased experiential diversity by appointing twelve circuit nominees who had rigorously defended individuals accused of crimes.\textsuperscript{11}

Even though Biden and the razor-thin Democratic majority realized numerous important measures of success, critical work does remain. For instance, districts have forty-six present and seventeen future vacancies: thirty-seven lack nominees, seven come in states represented by a pair of Democrats, while twenty-eight are for jurisdictions which two GOP members represent.\textsuperscript{12} In distinct contrast, appeals courts suffer only one present “blue state” open position with a nominee, while the courts address merely six future unoccupied posts, and only the blue state of Delaware lacks a nominee.\textsuperscript{13}

District vacancies without nominees that plague red jurisdictions deserve emphasis in this Essay for several reasons. First, there are myriad district court jurists who trigger greater numbers of empty posts when they assume senior status, retire, or die, which triggers more issues. Legislators have created 677 active trial court positions, which dwarf the 179 active court of appeals judicial posts.\textsuperscript{14} The trial courts are tribunals of last resort for most cases; their numerous


\textsuperscript{11} See Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra note 3 (providing confirmation information during 2021-2024).


The Senate will confirm all of the current, and some of the future, vacancy nominees, but comparatively few new vacancies seem likely to materialize in the 2024 federal election year. See Current Judicial Vacancies and Future Judicial Vacancies, supra note 12. But see infra note 106.

\textsuperscript{14} Judicial Vacancies, supra note 13; 28 U.S.C. §§ 44, 133 (2018). I certainly am not blaming Congress or district court judges of whom more exist. Indeed, Congress should authorize the sixty-six district court judgeships that the United States Judicial Conference, the federal court policymaking arm, has strongly and repeatedly recommended premised on conservative estimates of cases and workloads because the courts require significantly greater judicial
jurists are the only court members whom a number of litigants encounter, and significantly more district court openings lack nominees.\textsuperscript{15} In contrast, appellate courts explicitly articulate considerable policy, include multiple states, and enunciate precedent, which strictly binds trial level judges in each circuit’s purview.

Vacancies’ substantial quantity and protracted character impose serious complications. Extensive openings increase pressure on all jurists, court staff, and litigants by prolonging resolution. Because the Speedy Trial Act distinctly elevates criminal prosecutions’ importance, and the United States Constitution as well as the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure grant defendants whom the United States government prosecutes numerous safeguards, litigants who file civil suits particularly feel the pressure of judicial vacancies.\textsuperscript{16} The prevalence and duration of many red state trial court vacancies without nominees essentially inflict adverse effects that may prevent judges from satisfying their duties to ensure expeditious, inexpensive, and equitable disposition under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 1.\textsuperscript{17} Accordingly, that issue requires scrutiny, which this Essay undertakes.

Part II of this Essay provides a brief history of contemporary federal judicial selection. Part III surveys how the process functioned across Biden’s tenure since his January 2021 inauguration. This Part finds that the procedures operated efficaciously in numerous states that have two Democratic senators yet worked less effectively for jurisdictions with a pair of GOP lawmakers, who often capitalized on “blue slips,” which allowed them to veto potential candidates.\textsuperscript{18} However, Part III ascertains that particular Republican senators did cooperate with Biden to afford choices whom he marshaled next and the chamber approved, but other party members were not very helpful. Part IV reviews challenges that impede efforts to fill district open posts. The last Part, accordingly, proffers suggestions that could fill vacancies primarily in red states over 2024.

\section{II. Modern Federal Judicial Selection}

Prescient observers of federal judicial appointments dispute whether there ever could have been a “Golden Age” of lower federal court selection and precisely when the “confirmation wars” actually began.\textsuperscript{19} Some commentators admonish that quite a few presidents’ Supreme Court picks

\begin{figure}[h]
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\end{figure}

resources. \textit{See} Report of the Proceedings of the Judicial Conference of the United States 24–25 (2023); \textit{see also} S. 4199, 118th Cong. (2024) (recent comprehensive judgeships legislation premised on the Judicial Conference’s recommendations); \textit{Executive Business Meeting Before the S. Judiciary Comm.}, 118th Cong. (June 13, 2024) (approving S. 4199 on a 20-0 vote); \textit{intra} note 118.

\textsuperscript{15} Tobias, \textit{supra} note 3, at 66; \textit{see supra} note 12 and accompanying text.


lacked appointment in the Republic’s first century. During this and much of the next 100 years, selection generally proceeded well because the judiciary remained comparatively small, while most Presidents and Senates dutifully emphasized collaboration.

Indeed, at the twentieth century’s end, “regular order,” defined as certain well-understood rules and customs, governed the appointments process. For instance, senators generally accorded deference to presidential nominee submissions, particularly for the regional circuits, as these courts encompass multiple states plus articulate significant policy, while their opinions supply precedent that binds district jurists within the courts of appeals. In comparison, White Houses routinely afforded deference to candidate recommendations for district vacancies from home-state politicians, who essentially know more about in-state practitioners’ competence. Following nominations, similar requirements and conventions applied to the confirmation process. For example, the specific party in the minority did employ negligible lock-step panel or floor votes and rarely demanded cloture and roll call ballots.

However, many observers apparently find that the selection process “devolved into rampant dysfunctionality . . . [and] obstruction whereby Republicans and Democrats ratchet[ed] down the stakes” when Barack Obama was concluding his presidency. Nonetheless, the selection regime deteriorated substantially further in the Trump Administration with cutthroat GOP erosion of rules and traditions, notably blue slips, pronounced lock-step committee and chamber floor ballots, voice voting, and decreased reliance on panel, cloture, and Senate confirmation.

---

20 See Gerhardt & Stein, supra note 19.
24 See Tobias, Keep, supra note 2, at 202.
27 Chair Durbin retains some mechanisms which Republicans deployed, so that each party applies similar measures. Instructive is the blue slip “circuit exception.” E.g., Hearing, supra note 7; sources cited infra notes 32, 44. A compelling recent example of GOP recalittrance came a day after Trump was convicted on thirty-plus felony counts. Nearly one-third of the GOP Caucus deployed X to post a “Dear Colleague” Letter on Senate stationery. It declared: because the White House has mocked the “rule of law and fundamentally altered our politics in un-American ways. . . . we are unwilling to aid and abet this White House in its project to tear this country apart. To that end, we will not . . . vote to confirm this administration’s political and judicial appointees.” Mike Lee (@SenMikeLee), X (May 31, 2024, 12:52 PM), https://x.com/SenMikeLee/status/1796600766691672394 [https://perma.cc/ELR3-2GUJ]. Those who pledged the next week are Tommy Tuberville (AL), Marco Rubio (FL), Rick Scott (FL), Joni Ernst (IA), Roger Marshall (KA), Rand Paul (KY), Josh Hawley (MO), Eric Schmitt (MO), Steve Daines (MT), J. D. Vance (OH), Marsha Blackburn (TN), Bill Hagerty (TN), Mike Lee (UT), and Ron Johnson (WI). Carl Hulse, Far-Right Vows to Tie Up the Senate to Avenge Trump Are So Far Mostly Empty, N.Y. Times (June 5, 2024), https://www.nytimes.com/2024/06/05/us/politics/trump-senate-republicans.html [https://perma.cc/UA2G-VSK4].
III. JUDICIAL SELECTION IN THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION

A. Democrats’ Success in Blue States

Biden and senators, particularly Majority Leader Schumer and Judiciary Committee Chair Durbin, have plainly realized much dramatic success recounted earlier by distinctly revitalizing and improving the nomination and confirmation processes. The White House assertively consults Democratic and GOP senators from jurisdictions that experience court vacancies, urging the politicians to robustly solicit applications, conduct interviews, plus suggest excellent, moderate, and diverse prospects for Biden’s consideration. This administration flexibly cultivates senators to agree on the finest choices whom Biden then nominates. He also pursues rigorous, speedy Federal Bureau of Investigation background checks plus similar diligent, professional American Bar Association (ABA) candidate evaluations and ratings. Many of Biden’s impressive nominees deftly secured well-qualified rankings, which presently constitute the ABA’s highest standard.

Durbin and GOP Senator Lindsey Graham (SC)—who is a former Judiciary Committee Chair and Ranking Member—frequently play constructive roles at this stage. The Chair actively coordinates with, plus encourages, home state politicians to discover and suggest individuals who could prove acceptable for the Biden White House. Examples were certain nominees whom Indiana Republican Senators Todd Young and Mike Braun purportedly sent plus the White House named. Moreover, Durbin cooperates with Graham, who assiduously encourages his Republican Caucus and panel colleagues to collaborate with, and defer somewhat to, the chief executive because Graham argues that “elections have consequences” and reminds Democratic and Republican colleagues that district blue slips protect senatorial appointments prerogatives.

The White House then cooperates with the Senate and particular legislators to robustly, swiftly, and fairly consider all nominees. Chair Durbin assumes much responsibility for ensuring

28 See, e.g., Tobias, supra note 3, at 84.
31 The Obama/Biden Administration and the Biden Administration thus far refused to nominate any judicial candidate whom the American Bar Association rated not qualified. Trump nominated ten candidates whom the ABA rated not qualified, and the Senate, which the Republican Party led, swiftly and overwhelmingly confirmed eight. See sources cited supra note 30.
32 See, e.g., statements of Sens. Durbin and Graham in Hearing, supra note 7; Hearings on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (Jan. 25, 2023); Hearings on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (Feb. 8, 2024); Executive Business Meeting Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (Jan. 26, 2023). Durbin and Graham created this dynamic throughout many hearings and executive business meetings since the Biden Administration’s inception.
33 See Durbin Delivers Opening Statement During Judiciary Committee Hearing on Six Judicial Nominations, supra note 29 and accompanying text.
34 See, e.g., supra note 32; infra notes 69–81 and accompanying text.
35 See, e.g., statements of Sen. Graham in sources cited supra note 32; infra notes 48, 52 and accompanying text.
36 See supra note 32.
that the chamber does rigorously, speedily, and equitably canvass nominees.\textsuperscript{37} Both parties’ staff members thoroughly and consistently probe nominees and schedule hearings, which Durbin convenes twice each month that the chamber works.\textsuperscript{38} Panelists query nominees using five-minute rounds.\textsuperscript{39} In seven days, politicians submit questions for the record that nominees answer.\textsuperscript{40} A few weeks later, members discuss nominee candidacies and vote.\textsuperscript{41} Choices the panel reports move next to the floor, have cloture ballots, and confirmation debates and votes, which the GOP mandates for virtually every nominee.\textsuperscript{42} This canvass, except for the immediately preceding sentence, portrays how selection traditionally operated, particularly before the Trump regime, and has performed over Biden’s tenure, especially in states that a pair of Democratic senators represent.\textsuperscript{43}

### B. Red State Difficulties

However, different circumstances pertain to numerous states with two GOP senators, who allow many vacancies to remain open during Biden’s presidency for many different reasons. Most crucial are blue slips that preserve the selection predilections of home state officers whose party lacks the White House by empowering the officials to veto nominees who could assume their states’ judgeships.\textsuperscript{44} In comparison, when empty posts occur in jurisdictions whose senators are members of the chief executive’s party, smooth nominations and confirmations usually do happen.\textsuperscript{45} Additional indicia that explain the prevalence of red state vacant positions can be increasing polarization, stunning partisanship with striking paybacks, and enhanced dependence on lock-step voting for committee approval plus Senate floor cloture and confirmation ballots.\textsuperscript{46}

### C. Recent Red State Successes in Reverse Chronological Order

Promising recent developments reveal that Biden and the Senate may fill a large percentage of the sixty-plus then-current and future circuit and district red state openings \textit{without} nominees that persisted in January 2023.\textsuperscript{47} For example, in December 2023, highly experienced Northern District of Texas Magistrate Judge Irma Carrillo Ramirez won decidedly powerful approval to a

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{37} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{38} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{39} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{40} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{41} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{42} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{U.S. Senate Roll Call Votes}, 118th Cong., 1st Sess. (2023).
  \item \textsuperscript{44} See \textit{supra} note 18 and accompanying text. In 2017, the Republican majority decided to create a “circuit exception” to blue slips that lacked persuasive substantiation, which Democrats correspondingly retain, so that as Chair Durbin frequently admonishes the same rules will govern Republicans and Democrats. Tobias, \textit{supra} note 43, at 54–55; Tobias, \textit{Keep, supra} note 2, at 211–12.
  \item \textsuperscript{45} For Presidents Trump and Biden, this dynamic has saved resources, but it has meant that each almost exclusively filled vacancies first in red or blue states. \textit{Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra} note 3 (providing confirmation information during 2017–2024).
  \item \textsuperscript{46} See Tobias, \textit{supra} note 43, at 32, 58.
  \item \textsuperscript{47} \textit{See Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra} note 3; \textit{Current Vacancies, supra} note 12.
\end{itemize}
Fifth Circuit vacancy that had been open for almost two years.\textsuperscript{48} Texas Senators John Cornyn and Ted Cruz previously requested that a Texas Federal Judicial Evaluation Committee solicit applications, interview candidates, and provide strong people for their consideration, and this group deemed Ramirez the best.\textsuperscript{49} Thus, the senators dutifully collaborated with Biden to recommend the jurist,\textsuperscript{50} and following consultation, the President duly named the exceptional individual on April 17.\textsuperscript{51} Ramirez earned a promptly set panel hearing four weeks later that proceeded smoothly\textsuperscript{52} with rigorous, supportive June discussion of her preeminent candidacy and a rare voice vote approval.\textsuperscript{53}

In December, the committee also closely surveyed plus approved experienced, centrist lawyers Sara Hill and John Russell for Northern District of Oklahoma vacancies\textsuperscript{54} that had remained open longer than a year.\textsuperscript{55} Home state GOP Senators James Lankford and Markwayne Mullin coordinated with Biden to recommend both aspirants whom the President carefully designated on October 24.\textsuperscript{56} In a November 15 hearing, members asked Russell a few direct queries to which he could easily respond.\textsuperscript{57} Nonetheless, Senators Mike Lee (R-UT) and Thom Tillis (R-NC) contentiously pressed Hill about her Cherokee Nation Attorney General service plus tribal sovereignty, to which she deftly replied.\textsuperscript{58} In the panel discussion of both submissions’ myriad remarkable qualities, Cornyn emphasized Hill, who became Oklahoma’s initial female Native

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{48} Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra note 3 (providing confirmation information during 2023); see Carl Tobias, Confirm Judge Irma Carrillo Ramirez to the Fifth Circuit, 76 SMU L. REV. F. 150 (2023) (Ramirez process); 170 CONG. REC. S31 (daily ed. Jan. 9, 2024) (documenting Texas Eastern District Judge John Kazen’s even quicker process).
\textsuperscript{49} Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (May 17, 2023) (statements of Sens. Cornyn and Cruz).
\textsuperscript{51} See supra notes 49–50 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{52} Hearing, supra note 49; see Tobias, supra note 48, at 153–54.
\textsuperscript{53} Executive Business Meeting Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (June 8, 2023); see Tobias, supra note 48, at 153–54. Panel and confirmation voice votes are rare because Republicans and Democrats engage in partisan lock-step voting, so only nominees whom both parties strongly favor earn them. The GOP has granted merely six Biden district court nominees and no appellate court nominees confirmation voice votes. Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra note 3 (providing confirmation information during 2022–2024).
\textsuperscript{54} Hill’s vote was 14-7 and Russell’s was 18-3. Executive Business Meeting Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (Dec. 7, 2023).
\textsuperscript{55} Archive of Judicial Vacancies, supra note 3 (providing confirmation information during 2023).
\textsuperscript{57} Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (Nov. 15, 2023).
\textsuperscript{58} Id. (statements of Sens. Lee and Tillis and nominee Hill); see Jacob Fischler, U.S. Senate Republicans Question Oklahoma Judicial Nominee on Tribal Sovereignty, OKLA. VOICE (Nov. 15, 2023, 3:34 PM), https://oklahomavoice.com/2023/11/15/u-s-senate-republicans-question-oklahoma-judicial-nominee-on-tribal-sovereignty/ [https://perma.cc/YAF5-JM2Q].
\end{flushright}
American district judge. Cornyn proclaimed that acute complaints were mustered regarding her, a seeming allusion to public opposition from Republican Party leaders. The Texas legislator did express “concerns about whether she can treat the United States fairly in controversies with” the Oklahoma tribes, explicitly referencing the protracted history in Oklahoma and the country distinctly respecting tribes’ status and treatment. Cornyn announced that he planned on voting for both selections, partly deferring to colleagues Lankford and Mullin, who favored each nominee. Senators Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and Graham, who had been panel Chairs and Ranking Members, concomitantly supported Hill. On December 19, the chamber promptly appointed her in a clear bipartisan manner and confirmed Russell by deploying a voice vote.

Early in November, after consulting GOP Senators Marco Rubio and Rick Scott, Biden named accomplished centrists to Florida district court vacancies; a pair had remained open since July 2022, one was empty in May 2021, plus a fourth became vacant over July 2020. Three nominees had served as Magistrate Judges, who contributed ethnic and gender diversity; the fourth candidate had been a rigorous Southern District of New York prosecutor for years. Following White House consultation with Graham, Biden afforded South Carolina Magistrate Judge Jacquelyn Austin, who had robustly presided over hundreds of cases for a decade. In late November, they enjoyed a smooth hearing, cogently answering questions; in January, the panel reported the five while the Senate confirmed Austin and, close to February’s end, the Senate promptly acted to confirm the others.

Over 2022, Indiana GOP Senators Young and Braun cooperated with Biden to proffer able


61 See Meeting, supra note 59 (statements of Sen. Cornyn).

62 See supra notes 59–60.

63 See id.; Tobias, supra note 22; Tobias, supra note 43 (Grassley’s panel service).

64 169 Cong. Rec. S6042 (daily ed. Dec. 19, 2023); see sources cited supra note 60.


66 See supra note 65. The three Magistrate Judges were Jacqueline Becerra and Melissa Damian for the Southern District and Julie Sneed for the Middle District; the fourth nominee was Southern District nominee David Leibowitz.

67 The nominee provides ethnic and gender diversity. See supra note 65.

Southern District Magistrate Judge Doris Pryor for a Seventh Circuit opening, and the President named her on May 25.69 She responsively fielded July hearing queries from panelists,70 who seriously discussed the nominee’s candidacy while reporting Pryor that August.71 Early in December, the Senate easily confirmed her.72 After rigorously consulting the Indiana officers, Biden proposed elevating well-qualified Southern District Magistrate Judge Matthew Brookman to a rather prolonged vacancy in December 2022.73 Following a relatively placid nominee hearing74 and an early March solicitous discussion plus a rare voice vote,75 with a similar nominee debate plus another voice vote, the chamber appointed him.76 Later in 2023, Biden cultivated Young and Braun, who recommended Joshua Kolar, a strong, experienced Magistrate Judge and former prosecutor, whom Biden named in July’s end for a Seventh Circuit open post that had been vacant thirteen months.77 The nominee won an uneventful hearing in early September in which


70 See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (July 13, 2022); see also Wagner, supra note 69.


75 See Executive Business Meeting Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (Mar. 9, 2023); see also Daniel Carson, Senate Judiciary Committee Approves Brookman Nomination, with Confirmation Vote Expected Soon, IND. LAW. (Mar. 9, 2023), https://www.theindianalawyer.com/articles/senate-judiciary-committee-approves-brookman-nomination-with-confirmation-vote-expected-soon [https://perma.cc/J6VC-2M6F].


Kolar thoroughly and carefully replied to GOP politicians’ questions,78 earned a smooth discussion plus a solid panel report later that month, and secured January confirmation.79 In November, after consulting Young and Braun, the chief executive proffered able, mainstream Indiana state Judges Cristal Brisco and Gretchen Lund, who furnish experiential plus gender diversity for two court openings that remained in the Northern District; one was empty in January 2021, and the second opened in July 2022.80 Their year-end hearing proceeded smoothly, purportedly because GOP members prioritized questioning regarding two appellate court nominees; therefore, Brisco and Lund received comparatively truncated January committee discussions and favorable votes plus confirmations.81 Following Biden’s apparent consultation about a protracted Kansas appeals court vacancy with GOP Senators Jerry Moran and Roger Marshall, Biden named well-qualified Federal Public Defender Richard Federico to the Tenth Circuit in late July 2023.82 The Senate linked the aspirant with Kolar across the confirmation process, which may explain why Federico had a subdued hearing.83 However, the Republican senators did probe a few of the nominee’s sentencing guideline recommendations.84 He then experienced a productive late September discussion plus a

78 See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (Sept. 6, 2023); see also Daniel Carson, Kolar Fields 1st Questions from Senate Judiciary Committee as 7th Circuit Nominee, IND. LAW. (Sept. 7, 2023), https://www.theindianalawyer.com/articles/kolar-fields-1st-questions-from-senate-judiciary-committee-as-7th-circuit-nominee/ [https://perma.cc/5Q76-7Q65].

79 See Executive Business Meeting Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 118th Cong. (Sept. 28, 2023); see also Executive Business Meeting, supra note 68 (reapproving Kolar, whom the GOP returned to the White House on December 20, 2023); 170 CONG. REC. S283 (daily ed. Jan. 30, 2024).


83 See supra notes 77–79 and accompanying text (describing Kolar’s confirmation process).

After cultivating amenable Louisiana Republican Senators Bill Cassidy and John Kennedy, Biden named astute Eastern District Magistrate Judge Dana Douglas in June 2022 to a Fifth Circuit open position. She enjoyed an uneventful, nuanced July hearing plus a September panel report. The chamber appointed her on a superb December ballot. Following consultation, Biden tendered revered litigator Darrel Papillion for the Eastern District last March. The senators notably lauded his remarkable career during the April hearing; Kennedy reiterated this praise in a May committee discussion and report. The nominee won the May 30 confirmation. After consultation, the White House named Brandon Long for the Eastern District and, in turn, Jerry

---

85 See supra note 79.
89 Executive Business Meeting Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 117th Cong. (Sept. 15, 2022).
Edwards for the Western District in early June. Following active cultivation about one Idaho district court vacancy with GOP Senators Mike Crapo and Jim Risch, Biden named state judge Amanda Brailsford in January 2023. The panel granted her a solicitous March hearing, principally because she is highly experienced and the senators favored her. The next month, the committee reported the nominee with a prompt voice vote, and in early May, the Senate confirmed her.

On December 19, Biden mustered the last 2023 package that included talented nominees for red state vacant posts. Three had been Magistrate Judges, another was a state court jurist, and the fifth served as a highly competent federal prosecutor. Avid consultation—which suggested a pair of Texas district submissions, one each in Nebraska, Utah, and Wyoming—plus a smooth committee hearing, compelling panel reports, and confirmation votes seemingly mean that Biden and the chamber will dutifully fill plentiful numbers of empty slots that plague red states

---


103 Headley, supra note 102. The Magistrate Judges are Texas’ Leon Schylower, Nebraska’s Susan Bazis, and Wyoming’s Kelly Rankin. Id. The state judge is Utah’s Ann Marie McIlf Allen. Id. The prosecutor is Texas’ Ernesto Gonzalez. Id. GOP senators seem to favor these nominees, whose experience resembles district judges’ work. See 28 U.S.C. §§ 631–639 (2018).
during 2024.\textsuperscript{104} Part IV scrutinizes issues that the President and both parties’ senators can face to achieve this commendable goal.

**IV. CHALLENGES TO FILLING RED STATE VACANCIES**

The prospects of many red state nominations and confirmations are promising, indicating that the chief executive, as well as Democratic and Republican legislators, could make 2024 progress with openings across states that presently lack nominees. However, it currently seems unclear whether the President and the Senate will meaningfully close existing and future court vacancies this year.

First, twenty-three present and five future district openings in red states currently remain without nominees.\textsuperscript{105} Certain positions have been very difficult to fill, and other empty judgeships will certainly arise in 2024. Second, the plentiful recent GOP collaboration will likely subside, especially once Biden and the chamber move deeper into the election year when the appointments process conventionally slows and then abruptly halts.\textsuperscript{106} Third, even in red states where the chief executive and GOP officials earned success when naming or approving fine moderate designees, vacancies without or possessing nominees remain. For instance, Texas still confronts five present and one future empty seats, Indiana has a lone current open post, Florida addresses three current and one future vacancy, Kansas and South Carolina treat a present open slot, and Louisiana attacks three current unfilled positions.\textsuperscript{107}


\textsuperscript{105} Current Judicial Vacancies and Future Judicial Vacancies, supra note 12.


\textsuperscript{107} Current Judicial Vacancies and Future Judicial Vacancies, supra note 12 (Texas has two, and Florida three, emergencies). Cornyn frequently asserts that he and Cruz help Biden fill Texas vacancies and two recently confirmed Western District of Texas judges substantiate this, although six district court vacancies remain without nominees in Texas. See Ryan Tarinelli, Sen. John Cornyn Blames White House for Some Judicial Vacancies, ROLL CALL (Jan. 26, 2023, 2:29 PM), https://rollcall.com/2023/01/26/sen-john-cornyn-blames-white-house-for-some-judicial-vacancies/ [https://perma.cc/V4EV-JNMY]; Current Judicial Vacancies and Future Judicial Vacancies, supra note 12. Moreover, the other five states’ senators helped Biden fill their vacant seats. See, e.g., Meetings, supra note 53; Hearings, supra notes 49, 68; see supra notes 101–04. The blue states include California, which has five present, and two future, vacancies, New York which faces two current, and two future, openings, Pennsylvania which confronts four current, and one future, vacancies, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, Oregon, and
Federal court observers must not forget that many red state politicians afforded little help when Biden sought to nominate in his tenure,\textsuperscript{108} despite having multiple or protracted unoccupied seats with or lacking nominees, certain seats of which remain emergencies. For instance, Missouri has three present and one future empty district court slots.\textsuperscript{109} Alabama faces two current openings, North Carolina treats one present and two future vacant court seats, and Alaska counters two current empty slots.\textsuperscript{110} Arkansas, Mississippi, and Tennessee confront one present opening.\textsuperscript{111} Regarding appellate courts, New Jersey must fill one current vacancy for which Biden has marshaled a nominee; Florida, Maine, and North Carolina have one future open court seat, and Tennessee confronts two for all of which Biden has mustered nominees; and Delaware combats a future empty slot that lacks a nominee.\textsuperscript{112} Thus, Part V surveys how Biden, as well as Republican and Democratic senators, might directly close numerous red state vacancies across 2024.

V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FELICITOUSLY FILLING RED STATE VACANCIES

Those parameters show that Biden, White House Counsel officers with practical responsibility for appointments, committee members and staff, and senators, especially in jurisdictions that have openings without nominees, can evaluate meritorious, nuanced approaches that deserve consideration. Biden and White House personnel must redouble their daunting

Washington, which have one current vacancy, as well as Georgia, Massachusetts, New Mexico, and Vermont, which confront one future opening. \textit{Current Judicial Vacancies and Future Judicial Vacancies}, supra note 12. The jurisdictions with split delegations include Arizona, which counters one future opening, Montana that experiences a future vacancy to which Biden has named Danna Jackson on whom Daines has refused to return his blue slip, Ohio, which faces one current, and one future, vacancy, as well as Maine and Wisconsin, each of which has one future vacancy. \textit{Current Judicial Vacancies and Future Judicial Vacancies}, supra note 12; see supra note 9 (discussing Jackson and Daines). The District of Columbia addresses two current openings. \textit{Current Judicial Vacancies}, supra note 12.

\textsuperscript{108} See Part III.B.


\textsuperscript{111} See sources cited supra note 109.

initiatives that could fill all red state trial court vacancies during 2024. The President and executive officials need to rigorously consult and cultivate home-state politicians and be comparatively flexible. Illustrative are jurisdictions with multiple court openings. Biden and the White House staff can envision (1) Democrats proposing one nominee and the GOP choosing a second, as could have occurred with recent Indiana, Louisiana, and Oklahoma picks, or (2) compromising somewhat on types of experience by proffering more nominees who are U.S. Magistrate Judges, state court jurists, or federal or state prosecutors, as may have been true for several Indiana and Louisiana circuit and trial court judges, plus the November 6 election, the 2023 year’s end, and 2024 packages.

Chair Durbin and Ranking Member Graham, specifically, but in particular together, should continue and expand their productive initiatives, which encourage lawmakers in states that encounter vacancies lacking nominees to cooperate with Biden and detect plus submit well-qualified, mainstream candidates whom this administration then names. Politicians in red states whose federal courts have lengthy, or more than one, empty posts without nominees, yet may distrust Biden, ought to seek advice from colleagues who have agreed with him respecting numerous choices they found acceptable because prolonged openings could detrimentally affect the states’ jurists, court personnel, and litigants. GOP members should keep in mind that these effects are profound in civil suits whose participants encompass numbers of “institutional litigants,” such as corporations, universities, governments, and many others with constricted resources who prefer swift disposition.

Finally, Biden and the parties’ legislators should conscientiously explore and institute efficacious procedures that can restrict or ameliorate the selection process’s steep decline, which is characterized by ruthless polarization and striking partisanship. One stunningly effective concept that particular senators adopt is a “bipartisan judiciary.” This construct allows the party that lacks the White House to suggest a percentage of candidates. The approach could be augmented with comprehensive legislation that authorizes sixty-plus new district court slots. Although politicization confounds election years, election years also constitute the most salient times for passing laws because Republicans and Democrats have no clear idea who might win the election and confirm numerous jurists. The measures, in fact, would apply once the election concludes, thus supplying neither party benefits when implemented and confining the ability to

113 See Tobias, Keep, supra note 2, at 235; see also Coin, supra note 109; Gordon, supra note 109; supra notes 43–53, 80–81, 94–97.
114 See supra notes 65–75, 87–90, 94–97, 101–04 and accompanying text. Numerous Republican senators appear to be more comfortable with these judges and prosecutors than, for example, counsel who defend people accused of crime.
115 See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
116 See supra notes 19–27 and accompanying text.
117 For more specifics regarding the history of the bipartisan judiciary and how the construct operates in practice, see Michael J. Gerhardt, Judicial Selection as War, 36 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 667, 688 (2003); Carl Tobias, Fixing the Federal Judicial Selection Process, 65 EMORY L.J. ONLINE 2051 (2016); Tobias, Keep, supra note 2, at 230–32.
118 Senator Todd Young and Senator Chris Coons (D-DE), who is a well-respected, experienced, longtime Judiciary Committee member, have collegially worked on and introduced the JUDGES Act that incorporates Judicial Conference recommendations for sixty-six new district court judgeships that the federal court policymaking arm has repeatedly premised on conservative case and workload estimates. See sources cited supra note 14. Congress passed the last comprehensive judgeships law in 1990. See Judicial Improvements Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-650, 104 Stat. 5098.
game the system.\textsuperscript{119} Combining a bipartisan judiciary plus sixty-six trial-level positions would realize advantages. They may slow the confirmation and nomination processes’ downward cascading and counterproductive spiral while (1) affording each party realistic incentives to cooperate, (2) appointing comparatively diverse jurists vis-à-vis ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, ideology, plus experience, and (3) supplementing trial courts’ limited judicial resources.

Another concept that observers duly proffer is admonishing circuit judges who reach sixty-five and have fifteen years of court service\textsuperscript{120} to promptly become senior jurists, which might permit Biden to name and confirm their successors.\textsuperscript{121} That avenue may deserve criticism as unseemly, presumptuous, or even ostensibly compromising judicial independence.\textsuperscript{122} This year appears late to effectuate the construct, and only a few in sixteen 2023 retirement-eligible Democratic circuit appointees pursued that idea.\textsuperscript{123} However, some recent precedent justifies this.\textsuperscript{124} A number of jurists did make 2024 status changes,\textsuperscript{125} and eight posts currently are empty, while Biden has committed to filling all 2024 vacancies.\textsuperscript{126}

Now is the moment for senators who presently represent states with openings that lack nominees to dutifully place excellent centrists in those seats. The politicians should acutely coordinate with the administration through receptivity to executive consultation and comprehensively denominating, interviewing, and recommending prospects whom Biden concomitantly designates after robustly cultivating home-state officers. The legislators must also

\textsuperscript{119} I rely substantially in this paragraph’s remainder on S. 4199, \textit{supra} note 14; see Tobias, \textit{Keep, supra} note 2, at 232.


\textsuperscript{122} Changing status may be the most critical decision that judges and millions of individuals must make.


\textsuperscript{126} \textit{See supra} notes 13, 107 and accompanying text.
decidedly collaborate to vouch for the nominees through the panel with speedy, rigorous, and fair hearings; complete, equitable, and candid discussions of their qualifications; and positive committee votes, followed by thorough and robust chamber debates and swift confirmations.